Scientific Assistant (m/w/d)
ViruSure is a biotech company specializing in virus & prion safety testing of biopharmaceuticals. We are a GLP/GMP
certified control laboratory that offers services in the area of pathogen safety to the bio-pharmaceutical industry.
In order to strengthen our team in Vienna we are looking for a highly motivated Scientific Assistant.
Tasks & Responsibilities:








Routine cell culture including the management of the in-house cell banks, ordering of consumables and reagents
Assistance with the setup and validation of GMP/GLP assays
Cultivation of cells for the GMP/GLP assays and assistance in R&D projects
Testing of new product batches (e.g. FBS, cell culture flasks)
Creation and administration of GLP and GMP compliant laboratory documentation as well as the creation of SOPs
Monitoring of maintenance, repair and calibration of laboratory equipment
General routine laboratory activities (e.g. check-in of deliveries)

Your Profile:








Education in Biotechnology, Biology, Biochemistry, or related Life Sciences fields (HTL, MTA, University or FH up to
B.Sc. or M.Sc.)
Professional experience in the field of virology or cell culture is an advantage
Accuracy and diligence
GLP/GMP knowledge are an advantage
Very good knowledge of English and good IT skills
Willingness to wear personal protective equipment when handling biological agents, chemicals, etc.
Willingness to learn, flexibility, diligence and team spirit

What we offer:







Full-time position (40 hours per week) in an established company with flat hierarchies and short decision-making
paths
A high degree of personal responsibility and a large amount of freedom to make decisions
A lot of freedom for personal and professional development and training
Regular team and company events in a relaxed atmosphere
Equipped with the highest quality equipment
Salary according to experience

How to apply?
If you are interested in this exciting position, a friendly working environment is important to you and you want to
support our team, please send your CV to: Fr Yuliya Wieland (Assistant to CEO) Yuliya_Wieland@virusure.com
For more information on ViruSure please visit www.virusure.com

Tech Gate Science & Technology Park, Donau City Strasse 1, A-1220 Vienna, Austria Tel: +43 (0) 1 2699120

